2018 Waste Report
Overview
The 2018 festival brought together key partners in waste education and management towards
achieving more sustainable outcomes. A four stream system including:
•

General Landfill

•

Recycling

•

Cash for container

•

Compostable

was effective in separating waste streams at the three bins stations. Organic waste from food
stalls was collected. Post-event light hand sorting of waste helped to identify the key waste
streams generated. It was also effective in separating and diverting rubbish away from landfill
with a pleasing result.
Our post-event skip bin audit identified the type of rubbish generated and the likely sources,
highlighting there is still a way to go towards ensuring very clear and simple waste streaming at
the back-end for general public. Further efforts are also needed to minimise and separate
rubbish at the back-end of stalls. Contamination in waste streams was high however there were
only small amounts of litter collection from the ground required during the event and the
morning after the festival.
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Bin Management Resources:
•

13 x 240L recycling bins

•

25 x 240L general waste bins

•

3 x Waste Wise Stations with bins, bin covers and signage for General, Recycling, Cash for
Containers and Compostable

•

3 x 4m general waste skips

•

2 x 1100L co-mingle recycle skip

•

1 x 1100L cardboard skip

•

Compost buckets for the stallholders

Key Targets:
1. Minimise cross contamination in waste streams (through Waste Wise Station)
2. Implement an organic (food and packaging) waste collection stream for stallholders and
public.
3. Identify and minimise the volume of waste produced in each stream.
4. Trends in packaging for stallholders (biodegradable versus compostable).
5. Promote positive waste behaviours through volunteer Waste Educators.
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Outcomes
EVENT WASTE MINIMISATION CHECKLIST
Scored 60% - SILVER Ranking on WMRC* Event Waste Management Scale
"An event with good waste minimisation but room for improvement"

Key Areas of Success

Key Areas for Improvement

Waste Plan provided

Some balloons used

Bottle refill stations provided

Street bins not closed off

Streaming of waste

Public should be encouraged to BYO water bottles
and plates, etc

Promotion of the event as waste wise

Vendor packaging should be audited

Use of bin covers to reduce handling

Waste auditing post event

Bin stations are clearly visible

More bin staff employed to empty and maintain the
bins

Vendors mostly comply to packaging policy
Use of promotional material to support low waste
event
Compost stream - staffed

*Western Metropolitan Regional Council ‘Earth Carers’ Event Waste Minimisation Checklist

Bin Waste Collection and Management
Post-Event Results:
Diversion after soft sorting of waste into streams
*Percentage of waste streams post festival

Recycling

General

Organics

24%

60%

16%
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1. Diversion from General Waste/Landfill was high (40%).
2. Diversion was made possible due to soft hand-sorting of waste and Waste Educators.
3. Auditing the waste bins after festival provided excellent data sets to inform future actions
4. Waste Educators were highly effective at the Waste Stations. Introducing a comprehensive
bin audit after the festival would further reduce the amount of waste sent to landfill.

Stream Pollution
1. Organic waste collection was very successful with minimal contamination (less than
0.01%). This can be attributed to the role of volunteers monitoring the bins and
educating the public on their correct use. Food vendors were also cooperative at
sorting their food scraps as they worked, and collecting them in the compost buckets
that were provided.
2. A low amount of plastic pollution was found in bins (soft and visual audit after festival).
3. A huge amount of contamination in bins, both recycle and general waste bins, was
evident. This was due to a number of factors;
•

Waste Educator’s finishing their monitoring at 8pm

•

Waste Educators only staffing two of the three Waste Education sites

•

Not having enough bin staff emptying bins throughout the event.

4. A lot of positive feedback was provided during the festival about the use of Waste/Bin
Educators and a lot of interest and engaging conversations were had with the public on
the day.

Vendor Packaging
1. All food vendors were required to use compostable food packaging.
2. Beer and Ciders were served in reusable cups.
3. Juice and smoothie vendors were requested to serve without lid and straw.
4. Juice and smoothie vendors were requested to serve drinks with paper straws if a straw
was required by consumer. 100% of drink stalls followed this request.

Key Recommendations
1. Waste Collection Improvements:
The key recommendations for future events to improve waste collection and reduce
contamination are to;
•

have more bins monitored by Waste Educators
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•

have more staff employed on the day to empty and manage bins

•

provide lighting so that Waste Education Stations are able to operate beyond nightfall,
which seems to be peak time

•

arrange a specific ‘Cash for Container’ bin so that it too is easily identifiable and not
mistaken for general rubbish

•

continue a bin audit post festival

•

provide equipment/accessibility/staff for more volume of organic waste to be collected
and composted.

2. Public Awareness / Education
•

Pre-event there should be clear and strong promotion on the focus towards waste
reduction.

•

Coordinate waste education around bin station stations.

•

Use of a ‘Waste Wise Star’ rating system to identify and reward vendors.

•

Early connection to community groups to engage volunteers for bin Waste Education
Stations at the festival and bin audit post festival.

•

Further encourage local community members to BYO plates, cutlery and cups.

•

Provide wash stations and incentives.

3. Controlled Waste Streams
The key recommendation for future events is to implement a waste campaign that the festival
embraces in all areas. Work with stakeholders and festival partners to help deliver a festival that
aims to minimise waste and divert as much as possible from landfill.
Feedback from food and drink sectors suggests that this is achievable, as most stallholders are
already using compostable packaging. The next step will be to introduce an incentive system for
‘bringing your own’ or providing reusable options on a large scale.
This can be done using the following targets:
•

All drink containers are reusable. Currently only bar and water stations offer reusable
cups. This needs to be extended to juice and other beverages.

•

Minimise food packaging.

•

Food Containers and cutlery are 100% compostable.

The data collected suggests that Nightcliff Seabreeze Festival, despite being a larger event in
2018, is successfully reducing its waste. For a second year in a row more material was diverted
away from landfill towards the more environmentally sustainable options of reusing, recycling
and composting.
Nightcliff Seabreeze festival also continues to be a leader in the area of waste reduction and
education at Darwin festivals and events. With continued focus on these priorities a ‘Waste
Free’ festival is ultimately achievable.
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